How do you know?

Filters 101
A look inside...

Engineered for pool and spa
use with continuous filaments so it
will not ravel or fray. Plus, no
binders that can dissolve and
weaken the fabric during use.

Reemay fabric is durable and
strong enough to perform,
cleaning after cleaning. That's why
it's been the industry standard for
30 years.

Reemay is resistant to
chemicals, an important
characteristic for the
treated water in a pool
or spa.

Reemay is a polyester
fabric and offers strength
and durability.

Easy to clean with little
water waste. Easy to replace.
Available with Microban®
antimicrobial protection
manufactured into the fiber.
Unique construction holds
sharp, even pleats—for better
filtering because pleated fabric
provides more surface area in
less space.

You can be sure with Reemay®

A Fiberweb Brand

Reemay® Beats the Competition
Reemay®

For more than 30 years, Reemay® has been the leader in pool
and spa media for two reasons.

Domestic Competitive Product

Burst strength
First, Reemay is stronger than the competition. If a media is
torn, it will not filter as it’s designed to, and that can result in
water that’s not as clean as you want. More durable Reemay
means cleaner water, fewer replacements for a lower cost
and more time for enjoyment.

69 lbs
48 lbs

Tensile strength (machine direction)
86
59

Second, a filter is supposed to remove contaminants from the
water, but some media have fibers that break and get into
the system. Reemay is made of continuous fibers to reduce
the likelihood of breakage and loss.

Caring for Your Cartridge Filter with Reemay

Resistance to fiber breakage1
4.3
3.5
1

Scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best

Reemay is easy to care for because of its strength and low
breakage and loss characteristics. Cleaning it is as easy as
running a garden hose…which is exactly how you clean it!
You’ll know your filter needs cleaning when there is an
increase of 10 pound per square inch (psi) or more above
the normal operating pressure listed in the owner’s manual.
The pressure can be found on the cartridge’s housing canister.

To Clean the Cartridge:

1
2

Remove the cartridge from the housing, following the
manufacturer’s instructions.
Rinse the cartridge with a garden hose from both the
inside and the outside to remove coarse dirt and debris.
Be sure to wash between all pleats. Fine particles of dirt
are more easily removed by brushing the cartridge when
it's dry. It’s not necessary to remove every speck of dirt.
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Replace the cartridge in the housing, again following
the manufacturer’s instructions.

Consult your pool and spa retailer if there are oils or
calcium or mineral deposits on your cartridge.

For even greater protection,
choose Reemay® with Microban®
antimicrobial product protection. The Microban protection
helps reduce the growth of damaging microbes. It’s built in
during the manufacturing process so it won’t wash off or
wear away.

You can be sure with Reemay®
Learn more at FiberwebFiltration.com
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